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1. Introduction
Repeated surveys, such as Levin et al. (1987), Mansfield (1985), Cohen, Nelson, and
Walsh (2000), and Arundel (2001), show that firms appropriate returns from innovation
using a variety of methods including secrecy, lead time, marketing and sales, learning
curve advantages and patents. Furthermore, they also suggest that for most industries
(with a few notable exceptions) patent protection is of low importance. As Hall (2003)
summarizes (p. 9): ‘In both the United States and Europe, firms rate superior sales and
service, lead time, and secrecy as far more important than patents in securing the returns
to innovation. Patents are usually reported to be important primarily for blocking and
defensive purposes.’
Of particular interest is the finding that imitation is a costly process both in terms of
time and money, and one, furthermore, upon which the effect of a patent – if it has any
effect at all – is to increase its cost not to halt it entirely. Perhaps most striking in this
respect are Tables 8 (p. 810) and 9 (p. 811) of Levin et al. (1987) which summarize,
respectively, reported cost of imitation (as a percentage of innovator’s R&D expenditure)
and time to imitate. For example, of the processes surveyed which were not protected
by patents fully 88% had an imitation cost which was more than 50% of the innovator’s
initial outlay. For major products that analogous figure was 86%. Imitation also takes
time: 84% of unpatented processes took 1 year of longer to imitate, while for products the
analogous figure 82%.1
Such results indicate that for many innovations, even without patent protection, imi-
tation involves substantial cost and delay.2 Given this, as well as the strong impact the
assumption of costless imitation has on our conclusions, it would seem important to inves-
tigate the consequences of weakening this presumption and, in particular, the possibilities
of innovation without intellectual property rights.
However much of the existing theoretical literature has tended to assume ‘perfect’ non-
rivalry, that is, that an innovation (or creative work) once made may be costlessly, and
instantaneously, reproduced. The assumption is most often evident in the claim, which
1Of course, one must be cautious in interpreting such figures given the likely selection bias in deciding
whether to patent or not – it is precisely those innovations which are hard to imitate without a patent
which will not be patented.
2As emphasized by Dosi (1988) the distinction between innovation and imitation is often highly blurred
and that imitation itself is a creative process.
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follows directly from it, namely that without the provision of intellectual property rights
such as patents and copyrights no innovation would be possible.
For example, Nordhaus (1969) (and following him Scherer (1972)), in what is considered
to be one of the founding papers of the policy literature, implicitly assume that without
a patent an innovator gains no remuneration. Similarly, Klemperer (1990) in his paper on
patent breadth makes clear his assumption of costless imitation3(p. 117): ‘For simplicity, I
assume free entry into the industry subject to the noninfringement of the patent and that
knowledge of the innovation allows competitors’ products to be produced without fixed
costs and at the same constant marginal costs as the patentholder’s product. Without
further loss of generality, I assume marginal costs to be zero.’ (Emphasis added). Many
similar examples can easily be supplied in which imitation without intellectual property
rights is implicitly, or explicitly, assumed to be ‘trivial’.4
This paper, by contrast, provides a simple theoretical model in which costly imitation is
central. Combined with first-mover advantage for the innovator we show that a significant
amount of innovation takes place in the absence of intellectual property rights – even when
imitation is cheaper than innovation. In addition we provide an easy and intuitive way to
conceptualize, and model, the overall space of innovations which allows us to compare in a
straightforward manner the relative performance of regimes with and without intellectual
property rights, both in terms of innovation and welfare. This approach supplies several
novel insights.
First, that as innovation costs fall ‘allowable’ imitation costs (that is imitation costs
that still result in innovation being made) fall even faster. Thus, if the cost of innovation
(relative to market size) differs between industries, then, even if relative imitation costs
are the same, there will be very substantial difference in the impact of intellectual property
rights. In particular, in the industry with lower innovation costs the gains for innovation
and welfare with intellectual property rights will be much lower (and for welfare could
3Though it should be noted that it is possible to interpret the travel cost incurred by consumers in
Klemperer’s model as some form of ‘design-around’ or imitation cost that must be paid by competing
firms. Nevertheless, in Klemperer’s model, absent IP the innovator’s gross profits (excluding the sunk cost
of innovation) will be driven to zero by competition. As a result, anticipating a net loss, an innovator
would not enter.
4See e.g. Scotchmer and Green (1990); Hopenhayn and Mitchell (2001); Menell and Scotchmer (2005).
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even be negative).5 As such, a main point of this paper is to show how the impact
(and benefits/costs) of intellectual property rights may vary in a systematic way across
industries. In particular there will be industries in which intellectual property rights are
necessary – and industries where they are not – and this paper presents one basis for a
taxonomy to sort out which is which.
Second, and relatedly, comparing regimes without and with intellectual property rights
we show that the welfare ratio is systematically higher than the innovation ratio.6 More-
over, this is not simply for the well-known reason that (conditional on the innovation
occurring) without intellectual property rights greater competition results in increased
output and lower deadweight losses. Rather, there is an additional factor, namely that
the set of innovations occurring under an IP regime are, on average, less socially valuable
because they have have higher fixed costs of creation. Specifically, the model allows us
to clearly distinguish three sources of welfare differences between the two regimes: first,
less innovation occurs without intellectual property rights; second, the welfare of a given
innovation is higher under competition that under monopoly; third, as just mentioned,
innovations which occur only under an intellectual property regime are less valuable.
In addition to its ‘stand-alone’ uses, we also believe our model is valuable in its potential
for integration into other innovation frameworks. In this paper, at least in relation to
innovation, there is no downside to intellectual property rights and therefore, almost by
assumption, an IP regime will outperform a no IP regime.7 It would therefore be interesting
to combine what we have here with more sophisticated models of the innovation process, for
example one which incorporates cumulation. One of the main deficiencies of the cumulative
innovation literature has been a lack of attention to the question of competition in the end
5Consider, for example, pharmaceuticals compared to software. Starting a pharmaceutical (or biotech)
company requires very substantial investment on the order of millions of euros while a software startup
may need only a few tens of thousands of euros.
6The innovation ratio is the innovation level without intellectual property rights versus the level with
intellectual property rights. Similarly the welfare ratios is the level of welfare without intellectual property
rights versus the level with.
7Rather what we are trying to investigate here is how wide the gap is. With perfect nonrivalry without
intellectual property rights innovation is zero. We show that allowing for non-zero imitation, even if quite
small, can dramatically change this result.
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product market – and how such competition changes with the IP regime.8 Combining this
paper’s explicit modelling of imitation and competition in the end product market with a
more sophisticated model of innovation would deliver a ‘best-of-both-worlds’ model, with
an improved ability to capture both the costs and benefits of intellectual property rights.
1.1. Existing Literature. There are, of course, some papers in the existing literature
which do allow for non-trivial imitation. For example Gallini (1992), allows patented
innovations to be imitated for some fixed cost K. With free entry of imitators, K is
then the maximum income achieved by an innovator who patents. Thus, in this model,
imitation costs must be higher than innovation costs for innovation to occur.9 In our
model, by contrast, imitation costs, both with and without intellectual property rights,
may take any value (and without intellectual property rights are usually assumed to be
less than innovation costs).
Other approaches include those based on locational models such as Waterson (1990) and
Harter (1994) which both feature entry by a competing (imitative) firm within a horizontal
product differentiation framework and focus on the impact of patent breadth on innovation
and welfare.10 This locational approach is obviously well-suited to considering imitation
but is limited by the fact that it is extremely hard to endogenize entry. Both of the
papers mention limit imitative entry to at most one firm. This makes it hard to analyze
how changes in imitation cost impact on market structure and the innovator’s rents. By
contrast, we adopt a Stackelberg model of first-mover advantage. While this is obviously
restrictive in other ways it allows us to tractably analyze equilibrium imitative entry.
Finally, Pepall and Richards (1994) also present a model which permits non-trivial
imitation. Similar to our paper their model features Stackelberg competition with the
innovator taking the role of the leader. However, their focus is on quality choice by the
8For example, Bessen and Maskin (2006) assume in their model of cumulative innovation that, without
intellectual property rights, each of the two firms receives some exogenously given share s of profits of
that obtained with intellectual property rights. Meanwhile, Pollock (2006), following the approach of e.g.
Denicolo (2000) and Bessen (2004) assumes that the IP regime only affects licensing and does not impact
on the stand-alone value of the innovations.
9This is not precisely correct since Gallini allows for a firm not to patent with non-patented inventions
imitated at zero cost but only with some exogenous probability pD. However, in such as case (a) there is
no imitation cost – imitation either happens or it does not with some exogenous probability; (b) IP rights
are irrelevant.
10The impacts of patents is rather different in the two models. In Waterson (1990) it is an exclusion zone
enforced via imperfect litigation (with fixed imitation costs) while in Harter (1994) the effect of a patent
has a rather different dual effect: it makes imitation cheaper but the imitator must locate her product
outside of the exclusion zone set by the patent.
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innovator and how imitation may lead to welfare losses due to inefficiently low choice of
product quality. We, on the other hand, are more interested in exploring how variations
in relative imitation cost impact on innovation, and how, incorporated into a model of the
distribution of innovations at the aggregate level, this in turn can be used to examine the
relative welfare performance of different regimes.
2. The Model
As should be clear from the survey of the empirical data above, in modelling imitation
there are two basic directions in which to advance: imitation may be costly in terms of
money or in terms of time.11
Here we shall confine ourselves to the case of imitation which is costly in terms of money
and shall retain the assumption that it is costless in terms of time, i.e. instantaneous.
Specifically, we adopt a model based on the Stackelberg model of quantity competition with
multiple followers.12 In our case, the first mover role is naturally taken by the developer
of the original innovation whom we term the ‘innovator’, and the role of followers by
‘imitators’. All firms are the same except for the fact that the innovator has different fixed
costs from those of imitators. There is no formal delay in innovation but the Stackelberg
framework implicitly assumes the first-mover has time enough to commit to supply as
much of the market as she wishes. Demand is taken to be linear with an inverse demand
curve p(q) = a− bq. To summarize:
(1) Fi the fixed cost of development for the innovator.
(2) Fm the fixed cost of imitation which is assumed to be common across all imitators.
Also define φ to be imitation cost as a proportion of innovation cost, so φ = Fm/Fi.
We assume that imitation cost is always less than innovation cost and that in the
presence of intellectual property rights imitation does not occur (which could be
interpreted as having infinite imitation cost).13
11There are clearly other possibilities, for example imitation may be limited by the availability of skilled
labour, or access to other necessary complementary assets (see e.g. Teece (1986)). However, these are both
more complex to model and, we believe, of lesser importance than the main factors of time and money.
12It could therefore be argued there is some temporal aspect in that the innovator is able to ‘move’ before
imitators. However, there is no real imitation lag in the sense of a period of time in which the original
innovator enjoys a monopoly of the relevant market.
13Note that this does not fit with the empirical data from Levin et al. (1987) where in several cases
the costs of imitation exceeded those incurred by the innovator. Nevertheless, as the assumption greatly
simplifies the analysis and incorporating the more complex reality would only strengthen our results, we
feel warranted in proceeding as indicated.
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(3) c(q), marginal cost of production once the product is developed. It is assumed to
be common between imitators and innovators (they both end up using the same
technology), to be constant, and, without loss of generality, to be equal to zero.
(4) Linear demand given by p(q) = a− bq
We have a slight variation on the classic two-stage model in which the sequence of
actions can be considered as falling into three periods as follows:
(1) An innovator decides whether to enter. If the innovator does enter then (s)he
incurs a fixed cost, Fi, and develops a new product
(2) Imitators decide whether to enter. If an imitator does enter (s)he incurs a fixed
cost of Fm, and then has capacity to produce the new product.
(3) Production occurs with price and quantities determined by Stackelberg compe-
tition in which the ‘innovator’ has the first-mover role and all imitators move
simultaneously.
2.1. A Normalization. Define k = a
2
4b so k is equal to half the area under the demand
curve and therefore the level of monopoly profit. No agent’s profits (innovator or imitator)
can be greater than monopoly profits k. Hence let us simplify by normalizing all profits
and fixed costs by dividing them by k – equivalent to setting k equal to 1 in the analysis
below. Thus from now on when profits or fixed costs are discussed they should be taken
not as absolute levels but as proportions of monopoly profits (itself equal to half of total
potential welfare offered by the innovation). Formally:
fi = Fik
fm = Fmk
Note that, φ, the ratio imitation cost is also equal to the ratio of the normalized costs:
φ = Fm/Fi = fm/fi.
2.2. The Space of Innovations. In this model an innovation is specified by the tuple
consisting of its ‘innovation’ cost and its ‘imitation’ cost: (fi, fm) (or equivalently (fi, φ).14
14This conveniently allows us to visualize innovation space in a two dimensional graph (see the figures
below for examples).
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Innovation and imitation costs are non-negative, fi, fm > 0, and we have assumed that
imitation costs are never more than innovation costs: fm ≤ fi. Furthermore, it will never
be optimal for an innovator to enter if fi > 1, since the maximum possible profits from
entering the market (k) are less than the cost of the innovation.
Thus, under the assumptions given and using normalized variables the space of innova-
tions is IS = {(fi, fm) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1] : fm ≤ fi} = {(fi, φ) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]}.
2.3. Policy Regimes and the Effect of Intellectual Property Rights. We will wish
to consider different policy regimes. A given policy regime (R) has an associated model
which will determines the costs and rents for the different agents and thereby defines some
region in innovation space, IS, in which innovation occurs. It will also determine the
welfare which each of those innovations generates.
In addition, a policy regime (R) will be taken to define a distribution of innovations
over innovations over the innovation space IS which can be represented by some density
function, say gR. This function is primarily intended to capture information about the
distribution of innovations at the aggregate level, for example industry or economy wide.
This will be important because one cannot make decisions about the strength or pres-
ence of intellectual property rights on a firm-by-firm or technology-by-technology basis.
Instead a policy-maker must set them at a very macro level – for example the length of
patent protection is set by international treaty and must be the same across all patentable
technologies. Even where there is choice, as in recent debates as to whether to extend
patentability to software or copyright to perfumes, the decision must be made for an
entire class of products displaying very substantial heterogeneity.15
In this paper we shall be interested in comparing and contrasting two particular regimes:
that with intellectual property rights (e.g. patent or copyright) and that without. As
just discussed, these regimes can differ both in their model (which determines whether a
given innovation (fi, fm) occurs and the welfare it generates) and in the distribution of
innovations over innovation space.16 We focus on two distinct possibilities, with the first
approach being the one we shall use by default:
15A secondary purpose for the distribution function is to capture uncertainty by interpreting this function
as representing the ‘beliefs’ of a policy-maker.
16In some ways allowing variation in the distribution of innovations is redundant since any variation in
distribution could be incorporated as a difference in models. However, changes in distributions provide a
simpler approach, that is less cumbersome in notation and more intuitive for understanding.
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Figure 1. The Effect of Different Policy Regimes under the ‘Breadth’
approach. The light-shaded region above the diagonal indicates the area in
which innovation occurs (the IP and no IP regime share a common model
so this region is the same for both regimes). The lower band labelled ‘no
patents’ indicated the distribution of innovations under the no IP regime
while the upper band (labelled ‘patents’) indicates the new distribution of
innovation with intellectual property rights (the implicit assumption here
is that the introduction of intellectual property rights raises imitation costs
by some proportion leaving innovation costs unchanged).
(1) Models differ, distributions the same. Under no IP we use the model presented
above. With IP we assume that all imitation is prohibited and that, as a result,
the innovator makes monopoly profits.17
(2) Models the same, distributions differ. Both models use the ‘Stackelberg’ model
presented above but distribution under no IP, g, is transformed to a new distri-
bution g′ under the IP regime. A graphical illustration of what this means is
presented in Figure 1.
For future reference we shall label the first case the ‘Zero Imitation’ (ZI) approach to
modelling intellectual property rights (and label the associated regime the ‘Zero Imitation’
17This can be nested within our ‘Stackelberg’ model by restricting the number of imitators is restricted to
be 0.
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regime) and the second the ‘Breadth’ (BR) approach to modelling intellectual property
rights.
3. Solving the Model
We solve by recursing backwards through the game. First, in Proposition 1, we de-
termine the solution to the Stackelberg model of price competition in the final product
market assuming a fixed, given number of imitators. Next we solve for the equilibrium
number of imitators using the zero-profit condition generated by the assumption of free
entry. This gives the number of imitators as a function of the imitation cost fm. Using
this, we can determine the innovator’s expected gross profits as a function of the number
of imitators (and hence imitation cost fm). If these profits exceed the innovation cost, fi
then the innovator would enter and the innovation occurs – otherwise it does not. We sum-
marize the results in Propositions 3 and 4, which details the set of innovations occurring
in equilibrium.
Proposition 1. Let n be the exogenously given number of imitators. The solution to the
Stackelberg model of competition by quantify is as follows where k is defined as above to
equal a2/4b (‘i’ subscripts are on variables related to the innovator and ‘m’ subscripts are
on variables related to an imitator):
qi =
a
2b
qm =
a
2b(n+ 1)
Total output = Q =
a(2n+ 1)
2b(n+ 1)
p = a− bQ = a
2(n+ 1)
Gross profits of an innovator = Πi =
k
n+ 1
=
1
n+ 1
Gross profits for an imitator = Πm =
k
(n+ 1)2
=
Πi
n+ 1
Proof. Omitted (the solution to the standard Stackelberg model is well-known). 
Proposition 2. Imposing a zero net profit condition on the basis of free entry as an
imitator, the number of imitators, ne is as follows:
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• Non-integer n: ne =
√
1
fm
− 1
• Integer n: ne = max{n ∈ Z : fm ≤ 1(n+1)2 }
Proof. Allowing non-integer n we solve Πm = Fm. This gives:
ne =
√
k
Fm
− 1 =
√
1
fm
− 1
Restricting to integer n we require the n such that Πm ≥ Fm but with n+ 1 imitators
Πm < Fm. Substituting for Πm gives the condition. 
Proposition 3. Allowing the number of imitators to take non-integer values then an
innovation (fi, fm) occurs if fm ≥ f2i (φ ≥ fi). Thus, the set of innovations which occur
is given by:
Ac = {(fi, fm) ∈ IS : fm ≥ f2i } = {(fi, φ) ∈ IS : φ ≥ fi}
Proof. Innovation only occurs if expected (net) profits are positive, that is Πi ≥ fi. Sub-
stituting for the LHS using our value for the number of imitators from Proposition 2 gives
the condition:
fm ≥ f2i
See appendix. 
Proposition 4. Restricting the number of imitators to integer values the set of innovations
that occur is:
Aint = ∪∞n=0{(fi, fm) ∈ IS :
1
n2
≥ fm > 1(n+ 1)2 , fi ≤
1
n+ 1
}
Proof. Direct from Proposition 2 
Remark 1. Note the substantial difference between the two situations (non-integer and
integer numbers of imitators). For example, with integer-only number of imitators, fm ≥
1
4 ⇒ n = 0 and all innovations with fi ≤ 1 are realized, a very different outcome to that
with continuous number of imitators. We return to this theme below, in Proposition 6.
In this model an innovation is defined by a pair (fi, fm) giving its innovation and
imitation cost. We can therefore visualise potential innovations in a two dimensional
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Figure 2. Innovations which occur without intellectual property rights
(light shaded region: non-integer numbers of imitators allowed; dark-
shaded extra innovations occurring when restricted to integer numbers of
imitators).
graph of innovation/imitation cost space. In particular, we can summarize the results of
the previous propositions in Figure 2. In this diagram the light-shaded (yellow) region is
that in which innovations occur with non-integer numbers of imitators permitted, while
the innovations in the dark-shaded (red) and light-shaded region occur when restricting
to integer numbers of imitators. (The region above the diagonal should be ignored since
we are assuming that imitation cost is always less than innovation cost).
While the preceding diagram is entirely correct as it stands, it will be useful to visualize
the same data in a slightly different manner. We do this by replacing imitation cost by
‘proportional’ imitation cost (φ) – i.e. imitation cost as a proportion of innovation cost.
Under our assumption that imitation cost is always less that innovation cost this means
that we now have a constant range, [0,1], for ‘proportional’ imitation cost at all levels of
innovation cost and, in visual terms, we have a uniform level of innovation per unit of
innovation cost. This is shown in Figure 3 which is simply a re-rendering of Figure 2 using
proportional innovation cost.
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Figure 3. Innovations which occur without intellectual property rights
(light shaded region: non-integer numbers of imitators allowed; dark-
shaded extra innovations occurring when restricted to integer numbers of
imitators).
Proposition 5. With intellectual property rights (zero imitation) all innovations in IS
occur and AIP = IS
Proof. We have assumed that with intellectual property rights no imitation is possible
hence an innovation occurs if and only if innovation costs are less than 1. 
Thus, with IP, all of the area under the 45 degree line in Figure 2 and all of the area in
Figure 3 would be shaded.
Returning to our theme of the difference between allowing continuous and integer num-
bers of imitators, we have:
Proposition 6. Assuming a uniform distribution over the space of innovations shown in
Figure 2 (this corresponds to calculating area), that is with density function g(fi, φ) = 1,
the ratio of innovation without intellectual property rights to that with intellectual property
rights is: 50% (non-integer n), 72% (integer n).
Proof. See appendix. 
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Thus restricting to integer n increases the amount of innovation by nearly 50% and
much of this extra innovation occurs at the higher levels of innovation and imitation cost
when the number of imitators in the integer case will be low (zero, one or two). Despite,
this difference in the remainder of the paper we shall, by default, focus on the case of
continuous n. This is for two reasons. First, especially when performing integrations to
obtain welfare totals, the continuous case is much easier to use. Second, as just shown,
restricting to integer n will only strengthen our results regarding the relative performance
of a no IP regime. Thus, any result we obtain for continuous numbers of imitators, will
hold a fortiori for discrete number of imitators.
4. Welfare and Policy
From a policy perspective what really matters is the utility generated by innovation not
how much innovation occurs. If the welfare from innovations realized without intellectual
property rights differ systematically from those that are not or the welfare generated by
a given innovation differs under the two regimes then welfare outcomes will differ from
innovation levels.
Let R and S denote two distinct policy regimes. Define:18
WR(fi, φ) = Welfare under regime R from innovation(fi, φ)
∆WRS (fi, φ) = W
R(fi, φ)−WS(fi, φ)
4.1. Welfare Per Innovation. Take R to be the no IP regime (NIP) and S to be the
IP/zero imitation regime (ZI). Recall that under ZI all innovation in the innovation space,
IS, occur. Let A denote the region in which innovation occurs under NIP, then we have:
Proposition 7. The difference in welfare generated by an innovation (fi, φ) under the no
IP regime (NIP) compared to the zero imitation regime (ZI) is:
∆WNIP (fi, fm) =

ne2
2(ne+1)2
, (fi, φ) ∈ A
−WZI(fi, φ), (fi, φ) ∈ IS −A
18Note that if the innovation (fi, φ) does not occur under regime R then W
R(fi, φ) = 0.
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In particular, when the innovation is in A – and therefore occurs under both regimes –
this difference is always non-negative and the no IP regime generates more welfare than
the zero imitation regime.
Proof. See appendix. 
The ∆W term captures the fact that, for a given innovation, the welfare generated by
it differs between the two regimes. This difference is driven by two distinct, and contrary,
effects. First, no intellectual property rights leads to greater competition. This transfers
rents from producers to consumers and reduces the deadweight loss because total output
expands. Second, with imitation there is greater entry which means total fixed costs
expended for a given innovation are higher due to the greater number of producers. In
this model, the first effect outweighs the second (conditional, of course, on the innovation
still being produced without intellectual property rights).19
4.2. A Single Technology With Observable Costs.
Corollary 8. Assume costs are precisely observable by a regulator. If IP is represented by
the ’Zero Imitation’ regime, the optimal policy rule is to grant intellectual property rights
if and only if the square of innovation costs (as a proportion of monopoly profits) is larger
than imitation costs (also as a proportion of monopoly profits): f2i > fm.
Proof. Our previous result shows that welfare without intellectual property rights is greater
than than with intellectual property rights (Zero Imitation) if and only the innovation
occurs without intellectual property rights. Thus the ‘square’ rule follows directly from
from our result on innovation as described in Propositions 2 and 3. 
This ‘square’ rule is we believe a novel result in the literature. While its convenient
form is clearly specific to the Stackelberg-type model we have adopted, as we show below,
the point that the ‘allowable’ imitation cost falls (that is the minimal imitation cost such
that innovation still occurs) as innovation cost falls is a general one.
We also note that if IP is represented by the ‘Breadth’ regime rather than a ‘Zero Imi-
tation’ regime a very similar result still holds. Assuming that an increase in breadth acts
19This result has a simple, intuitive, basis. Under a Stackelberg model of quantity competition the output
of the leader (the innovator) stays fixed at the monopoly level. Thus, the income used to cover imitators’
fixed costs must always come from output expansion. Hence, though imitative entry does increase fixed
costs those fixed costs are always less than the increase in surplus arising from the output expansion.
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to increase imitation costs leaving innovation costs unchanged, then, given an innovation
with costs (fi, fm) (under no IP), the optimal policy rule consists in setting the breadth
of the IP right such that if f ′m is the new imitation cost (under IP) then f ′m = f2i .
4.3. A Distribution of Innovations. The results of the previous section are certainly
valuable, however, they suffer from two significant drawbacks if intended for use by regula-
tors in the real-world. First a regulator usually lacks precise information about innovation
and imitation costs (at least ex-ante). Second, and more importantly, as discussed above
in Section 2.3, a policy-maker cannot make decisions about the strength or presence of in-
tellectual property rights on a technology-by-technology basis. Instead decisions about the
existence, and strength, of such rights must be taken at a much more aggregate level.20
Even where there is choice, as in recent debates as to whether to extend patentability
to software or copyright to perfumes, the decision must be made for an entire class of
products displaying very substantial heterogeneity.
Thus, in this section we extend our welfare analysis to the aggregate, industry or
economy-wide, level by incorporating the distribution of innovations. Using the nota-
tion set out in the Section 2.3 above we encapsulate the distribution of innovations under
a given regime, R, in a probability measure gR defined over the space of innovations IS.
Extending our existing notation we have:
WR(X) = Welfare from region X under regime R =
∫
X
WR(fi, fm)dgR
∆WRS (X) = W
R(X)−WS(X)
We shall focus again on the no IP (NIP) and zero imitation (ZI) IP regime. As stated in
Section 2.3, we assume these share the same distribution of innovations. We shall therefore
drop the superscript and simply use g for this distribution. Recall also that, under the
zero imitation regime, all innovation in IS takes place. Let A be the region in which
innovation takes place under no IP and define B = IS −A, that is, the set of innovations
not in A. Then:
20And this is not simply for informational reasons but because of the need to be compatible with existing
norms and agreements. For example, an international treaty (TRIPS) sets down a minimum length for
patent protection and mandates that it must be the same across all patentable technologies.
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WZI = WA(ZI) +WZI(B) (4.1)
WR = WR(A) +WR(B) =WZI(A) + ∆WRZI(A) (4.2)
The second equation illustrates how we may break up the welfare under regime R. First,
note that the welfare from region B, WR(B) is zero since, by definition, no innovation
occurs in that region. Turning to region A, we may divide welfare that we would get in
the case of zero imitation (the first term) plus the difference between that level and the
level of welfare in regime R: ∆W .
This allows us to distinguish between three effects that operate with respect to differ-
ences in welfare. First, less innovation occurs under no IP compared to Zero Imitation.
Second, is the fact, already mentioned, that, assuming an innovation occurs under both
regimes, it will generate more welfare under no IP than under Zero Imitation. This is
captured in the ∆W term. Third, is the fact that innovation fixed costs may differ sys-
tematically between regions A and B (A is the region in which innovation occurs under
both regimes while B is everything else). This will materialize in the relative sizes of
W (A) and W (B). We illustrate these effects with a simple example where innovations are
uniformly distributed:
Proposition 9. Assuming a uniform distribution over the space of innovations as shown
in Figure 2, that is with density function g(fi, φ) = 1, welfare levels are as follows (where
NIP indicates a regime without intellectual property rights and the number of imitators
may take non-integer values):
WZI(A) = 712 , average welfare density =
7
6 (4.3)
WZI(B) = 512 , average welfare density =
5
6 (4.4)
∆W (A)NIP ≈ 212 , average welfare density = 26 (4.5)
Proof. See appendix. 
Thus, the ratio of welfare without intellectual property rights to a situation in which they
are present is 75%. Comparing this with the results of Proposition 6 we see that a regime
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without intellectual property rights while only having half the level of innovation delivers
three quarters of the welfare achieved with intellectual property rights. Furthermore, we
see that the third effect mentioned above, that is the systematic difference in the fixed cost
of innovation, is a significant driver of these results. For example, if we were to assume
that ∆W were zero, that is the welfare generated by innovations under no IP and IP were
the same, we would still have a welfare ratio of 58% – the same gain if there under the
converse assumption of no difference in fixed costs but only differences in per innovation
welfare yields.
To give another illustration, consider now the question of uncertainty. Suppose a policy-
maker knows precisely the proportional imitation costs but has complete uncertainty re-
garding innovation costs (so the policy-makers belief are represented by a uniform distri-
bution over the possible values).21
Proposition 10. Assuming a uniform distribution of innovation costs if imitation costs
are more than 70% of innovation costs then welfare is higher without intellectual property
rights.
Proof. See appendix. 
Turning to the case where innovation costs are known with certainty but there is com-
plete uncertainty regarding imitation costs one has a similar result:
Proposition 11. Assuming a uniform distribution of proportional imitation costs, if in-
novation costs are less than 20% of total potential monopoly profits then welfare is higher
without intellectual property rights.
Proof. See appendix. 
5. The General Case
The quantitative results obtained above must clearly be specific to assumptions regard-
ing the underlying model and distribution of innovations. However, the basic point that
welfare proportions will always be systematically higher than innovation proportions (even
if we ignore deadweight loss) holds in general.
21For example, the data provided in Levin et al. (1987) provide information on proportional imitation
costs but nothing on the cost of innovation itself.
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Recall that an innovation is specified by the tuple (fi, fm) (or equivalently (fi, φ) and
that (using normalized variables) the space of innovations is then IS = {(fi, fm) ∈ [0, 1]×
[0, 1] : fm ≤ fi} = {(fi, φ) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]}.
Now, any given regime R (with associated model of innovation and imitation MR) will
define some region in IS in which innovation occurs. Following previous convention we
will denote this region by A. We make the mild assumptions that:
Assumption 12. Suppose the innovation I1 = (f1i , f
1
m) ∈ A then:
(1) Any other innovation with the same imitation cost but lower innovation cost occurs
under R. Formally: ∀fi ≤ f1i , (fi, f1m) ∈ A.
(2) Any other innovation with the same innovation cost but higher imitation cost
occurs under R. Formally: ∀fm ≥ f1m, (f1i , fm) ∈ A.
How can we characterise this region, A, in which innovation occurs under regime R?
Define h(fi) as the infinum of all innovations with innovation cost fi that are in A:
h(fi) = inf{fm : (fi, fm) ∈ A}
Let us assume (without loss of generality) that h(fi) ∈ A.
Proposition 13. The area in which innovation occurs A is given as follows:
A = {(fi, fm) ∈ IS : fm ≥ h(fi)}
Furthermore, h is a non-decreasing function.
Proof. The first part follows directly from Assumption 12.2 combined with the definition
of the supremum h. To show that h is non-decreasing suppose not, that is that there exists
f1i < f
2
i such that f
1
m = h(f
1
i ) > h(f
2
i ) = f
2
m. By Assumption 12.1 (fi, f
2
m) ∈ A,∀fi < f2i
which implies, in particular, (f1i , f
2
m) ∈ A, but f2m < f1m which implies h(f1i ) ≤ f2m < f1m =
h(f1i ) which is a contradiction. 
Definition 14. Given a regime R recall that IR is the amount of innovation occurring
under R and WR the total amount of welfare. Then given two different regimes, R,S,
define:
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(1) IR(R,S) = Innovation Ratio of R to S = the ratio of innovation under R to inno-
vation under S
(2) WR(R,S) = Welfare Ratio of R to S = the ratio of welfare under R to welfare
under S
Proposition 15 (Welfare Ratio is higher than Innovation Ratio). Take a general regime
R and a corresponding zero imitation (ZI) regime (so the ZI regime shares the same
distribution of innovations as R). Assume that welfare from a given innovation (if it
occurs under both regimes) generates at least as much welfare under R as under ZI:
WR(fi, fm) ≥WZI(fi, fm)
Then the welfare ratio of R compared to zero imitation ZI will be greater than or equal
to the innovation ratio of R compared to zero imitation (ZI). Furthermore, the inequality
is strict if there is any innovation which occurs under R and there are some innovations
which occur under ZI but not under R. That is:
WR(R,ZI) ≥ IR(R,ZI)
Proof. See appendix. 
Remark 2. Note that this result holds even if there are no deadweight losses, that is the
welfare generated under R per innovation is the same as under ZI. Hence, this proposition
establishes in great generality the point made earlier that the narrowing of the differential
between the no IP and IP regime when moving from innovation to welfare was driven not
simply by the well-known welfare-benefits of greater competition but also by systematic
differences in the average of costs of innovations occurring with and without IP.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented simple model of innovation with imitation. We have
shown that when imitation is costly and there is some form of first mover advantage
the initial innovator may still be able to garner sufficient rents to cover the fixed cost
of development even though does she not enjoy a pure monopoly. As discussed in the
introduction, there is a great deal of empirical support for believing imitation costs and
first mover advantage are important. This paper demonstrates that these concerns can
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be analyzed simply and tractably, and, that doing so, generates important new insights –
most significantly that ignoring them may overstate the importance of intellectual property
rights.
Here innovations are specified by a tuple consisting of the ‘innovation’ cost and the
‘imitation’ cost (the innovation cost being the cost to the first developer of the prod-
uct). Using our Stackelberg-based model of first-mover advantage we obtained a precise
description of which innovations would occur with imitation (that is, without IP rights).
The formula took a particularly simple form which we dubbed the ‘square’ rule because it
stated that innovations occurred if and only if (normalized) imitation cost was greater than
the square of (normalized) innovation cost (we normalized by dividing by the potential
monopoly profit so that all costs were in the range [0, 1]). While this particular formula
must necessarily be dependent on the precise structure of the underlying model, the basic
point that ‘allowable’ imitation costs fall with innovation cost is, we believe, a very general
one, and one, furthermore, which has received scant notice in previous literature.
Next we turned to a consideration of welfare and its implication for policy. We first
showed that the ‘square’ rule carried over from innovation to welfare. This has important
policy consequences. For example, if the ratio of imitation costs to innovation costs are
the same in two industries but the (normalized) cost of innovation differs, then the impact
of intellectual property rights in the two industries will be very different. Specifically, in
the industry with lower innovation costs, the benefits of IP will be much lower (and could
even be negative). This result illustrates how the impact of IP may vary in a systematic
way across industries. In particular there will be industries in which intellectual property
rights are necessary – and industries where they are not, and this paper presents one basis
for a taxonomy to determine which is which.
However, it is rare that a policy-maker knows precisely the innovation and imitation
costs for a given technology. Furthermore, it is, in practice, impossible for a policy-maker
to set the level of IP on a technology, or even industry-by-industry basis. Hence, the
next step was to extend our analysis to consider the case where there is a distribution of
innovations – this distribution can be taken to represent either beliefs, or a collection of
potential innovations at the industry or economy-wide level.
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Comparing regimes without and with intellectual property rights we showed that the
welfare ratio is systematically higher than the innovation ratio. Moreover, it was demon-
strated that this is not simply for the familiar reason that, conditional on the innovation
being made, greater competition without intellectual property rights leads to in increased
output and lower deadweight losses. Rather, there was the additional factor, namely that
the set of innovations occurring under an IP regime are, on average, less socially valuable
because they have have higher fixed costs of creation.
Finally, we note that there are a variety of way in which the present work could be
extended. One could, for example, introduce a ‘race’ for the innovation in standard man-
ner. This would allow for multiple firms at the innovation stage competing to produce the
original innovation. This could be extended so that failed innovators can be imitators at
the second stage.
On a separate point, one distinctive feature of this model is that intellectual property
rights always lead to maximal innovation. In a more complex model, for example one
involving cumulative innovation, this might no longer be the case. There are a variety of
approaches that could be taken to integrate such dynamics and investigating these options
would be one of most important improvements to the model that could be made.
Another option, which has already been mentioned briefly, is to have a richer model
imitation delay. Similarly, allowing for types of imperfect competition other than Stack-
elberg would also be a valuable extension. For example, the models of Waterson (1990)
and Klemperer (1990) both provide for product differentiation and these models could be
adapted to provide a richer and more realistic model of imitation in the presence – and
absence – of intellectual property rights.
A. Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 6. A uniform distribution of innovation corresponds to the standard
euclidean measure over IS, which in turns corresponds to calculating areas in Figure 2.
With intellectual property rights no imitation is permitted so all the innovations in the
figure occur (total area of the figure is 1). Thus to calculate the proportions of innovation
occurring without intellectual property rights we need to calculate the size of the dark-
shaded and light-shaded areas as proportion of the entire figure.
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For continuous n we consider the light-shaded region. This, clearly, has area equal to
1/2.
Restricting to integer n we need to add to this the area of the dark-shaded (red) region.
The area of the dark-shaded (red) region is made up of a series of similar triangles. The
nth triangle (working down from the largest) has area:
0.5 · b · h = 0.5 · ( 1
n
− 1
n+ 1
) · ( 1
n
− n
(n+ 1)2
)
Thus total area of dark-shaded (red) region is:
0.5
∞∑
1
(
1
n
− 1
n+ 1
)·( 1
n
− n
(n+ 1)2
) = 0.5·(
∑ 1
n2
−
∑ 1
n(n+ 1)
−
∑ 1
(n+ 1)2
+
∑ n
(n+ 1)3
)
All of these sums are simple except for the third. For this one approximate as follows:
∑ n
(n+ 1)3
≈
99∑
1
n
n+ 1
3
+
∫ infty
99
1
(x+ 1)2
= 0.432976 + 0.01 = 0.4430
Substituting this gives the dark-shaded (red) region’s total area as:
0.5·(
∑ 1
n2
−
∑ 1
n(n+ 1)
−
∑ 1
(n+ 1)2
+
∑ n
(n+ 1)3
) = 0.5·((1+X)−1−X+0.4430) = 0.2215
Thus total area of light-shaded and dark-shaded region is 0.5 + 0.2215 ≈ 0.72.

Proof of Proposition 7. First let us determine the welfare arising from a given innovation.
If there are n imitators we have that consumer surplus (CS) and producer surplus (PS)
are as follows:
CS(fi, fm) = 0.5 · (a− p) · q = (2n+1)
2
2(n+1)2
(A.1)
PS(fi, fm) = Πi − fi + n · (Πm − fm) = 1n+1 − fi (A.2)
Note that we have used the fact that, with continuous n, the zero profit condition
implies Πm = fm. Summing to get total welfare we have:
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W (fi, fm) = CS + PS =
(2n+ 1)2
2(n+ 1)2
+
1
n+ 1
− fi
Now in a ZI regime n = 0 so:
WZI =
3
2
− fi
Thus,
∆W (fi, fm) =WR(fi, fm)−WZI(fi, fm) (A.3)
= ( (2n+1)
2
(n+1)2
+ 1n+1 − fi)− (32 − fi) (A.4)
= n
2
2(n+1)2
(A.5)

Proof of Proposition 9. To calculate total welfare for region X we integrate welfare per
innovation, W (fi, fm), over X.
WZI(A) =
1
2
(
3
2
− avg over A(fi)) = 34 −
1
2
1
3
=
7
12
WZI(B) =
1
2
(
3
2
− avg over B(fi)) = 34 −
1
2
2
3
=
5
12
Calculating ∆W is slightly more complicated:
∆W (A) =
∫
A
n2
2(n+ 1)2
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
fi
dφdfi
Recall that:
φ =
fm
fi
(A.6)
n+ 1 =
1√
fm
⇒ n
2
(n+ 1)2
= 1− 2
√
fm + fm (A.7)
Thus, substituting fm for φ as well as for n we have:
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∆W (A) = 0.5
∫ 1
0
1
fi
∫ fi
f2i
1− 2
√
fm + fmdfmdfi
Working through the first integration gives:
∆W (A) = 0.5
∫ 1
0
1− 4
√
fi
3
− fi
2
+
4f2i
3
− f
3
i
2
dfi =
13
72
≈ 1
6

Proof of Proposition 10. We need to determine welfare at a particular level of φ (imitation
cost as a proportion of innovation costs) assuming a uniform distribution of innovation
costs under an IP (zero imitation) and no IP regime. Proceeding as above but making all
welfare calculations a function of φ we have:
WZI(A)(φ) = 12(3φ− φ2) (A.8)
WZI(B)(φ) = 1− 12(3φ− φ2) (A.9)
∆WNIPZI (A)(φ) =
1
2(φ− 43φ2 + φ
3
2 ) (A.10)
The difference in welfare between a regime without IP compared to one with is ∆W (φ) =
WNIP (φ) −WZI(φ). Thus to determine the cut-off point, α say, such that for all φ ≤ α
the no IP regime is preferable we simply need to solve:
∆W (φ) = 0
(Note that ∆W is an increasing function of φ so the solution will be unique and that
∆W (0) < 0 and ∆W (1) > 0 so a solution will exist).
Proceeding numerically we obtain a figure of α = 0.704 ≈ 0.7. 
Proof of Proposition 11. We proceed as in the previous proof though this time focusing on
welfare at a particular level of fi (innovation cost as a proportion of potential monopoly
profit) assuming a uniform distribution of proportional imitation cost under an IP (zero
imitation) and no IP regime. Making all welfare calculations a function of fi we have:
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WZI(A)(fi) = (32 − fi)(1− fi) (A.11)
WZI(B)(fi) = (32 − fi)fi (A.12)
∆WNIPZI (A)(fi) =
1
2(1− 4
√
fi
3 − fi2 +
4f2i
3 −
f3i
2 (A.13)
The difference in welfare between a regime without IP compared to one with is ∆W (fi) =
WNIP (fi)−WZI(fi). Thus to determine the cut-off point, α say, such that for all fi ≤ α
the no IP regime is preferable we simply need to solve:
∆W (fi) = 0
(Note that ∆W is a decreasing function of fi so the solution will be unique and that
∆W (0) > 0 and ∆W (1) < 0 so a solution will exist).
Proceeding numerically we obtain a figure of α = 0.191 ≈ 0.2. 
Proof of Proposition 15. Claim: Assume the innovation (f1i , f
1
m) ∈ A. Then for any regime
X if fi < f1i ,W
X(f1i , f
1
m) > W
X(fi, f1m).
Proof of Claim. Innovation cost is a sunk cost and the original innovation (f1i , f
1
m) is in
A (and so occurs under either regime). Then reducing the cost of innovation has no effect
on the behaviour of the innovator and as imitation cost are unchanged the solution of
the model in terms of price, output etc must be the same. As a result Consumer Surplus
must be unchanged and the only change to producer surplus comes from a reduction in
the innovator’s cost (which increases producer surplus). The claim follows. 
Under ZI all innovations in IS occur. Let A be the region of IS in which innovations occur
under R. Let g be the probability distribution function on IS describing the distribution
of innovations over the space. Define H as the inverse to h: H = h−1. Pick a given
proportional imitation cost fm then it is sufficient to prove the result focusing on a single
slice of innovation space at fm. That is, if we can show that just looking at innovations
with imitation cost fm that the welfare ratio is higher than the innovation ratio then the
result must hold when looking at the whole space of innovations.
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Define IX(fm),WX(fm) to be the innovation and welfare levels under the regime
X = R,ZI when restricting to innovations with imitation cost fm. So considering the
innovation ratio we have:
Innovation Ratio at fm =
IR(fm)
IZI(fm)
IR(fm) =
∫ H(fm)
0
g(fi, fm)dfi
IZI(fm) =
∫ 1
0
g(fi, fm)dfi
Turning to welfare, by the Claim above for f1i ≤ H(fm) ≤ f2i we have WZI(f1i , fm) ≥
WZI(H(fm), fm) ≥WZI(f2i , fm). Then for some C1, C2 with C1 > 1 > C2 we have:
WZI(fm) =
∫ 1
0
WZI(fi, fm)gdfi
=
∫ H(fm)
0
WZI(fi, fm)gdfi +
∫ 1
H(fm)
WZI(fi, fm)gdfi
= C1W (H(fm), fm)
∫ H(fm)
0
gdfi + C2W (H(fm), fm)
∫ 1
H(fm)
gdfi
≤ C ′1
(∫ H(fm)
0
gdfi +
∫ 1
H(fm)
gdfi
)
= C ′1I
ZI(fm)
Note that the inequality is strict if there are innovations both in A and outside of A,
that is ∃f1i < H(fm) < f2i with g(f ji , fm) > 0, j = 1, 2.
Now by assumption for any (fi, fm) ∈ A (i.e. with fi ≤ H(fm)), WR(fi, fm) ≥
WZI(fi, fm). Thus,
WR(fm) =
∫ H(fm)
0
WR(fi, fm)gdfi
≥
∫ H(fm)
0
WZI(fi, fm)gdfi
= C ′1
∫ H(fm)
0
gdfi
= C ′1I
R(fm)
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Hence we have that the Welfare ratio of R to ZI at fm (with the inequality being strict
under the condition previously stated):
Welfare Ratio(fm) = WR(fm)/WZI(fm)
≥ C ′1IR(fm)/C ′1IZI(fm)
= IR(fm)/IZI(fm)
= Innovation Ratio(fm)

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